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`` Water promises to be to the twenty-first century what oil was to the 

twentieth century: the cherished trade good that determines the wealth of 

states '' . The 20th century governed states with the kernel of industry - 

rough oil. Even today it is the focal point of international struggle, ordering a 

states ability to map in both planetary political relations and the planetary 

economic system. The 21st century promises to regulate states with the 

kernel of life - clean H2O. Driven by fickle conditions forms, intensive 

irrigation, and population force per unit areas, H2O is increasingly going a 

scarce trade good and is developing into a accelerator of international 

instability and struggle. 

An illustration of H2O 's ability to impact an country in the 21st century can 

be found in the Central Asian States, and the dehydration of the Aral Sea. 

The enlargement of irrigated agricultural land area and hydroelectric power, 

determined to be the root causes of the Aral Sea catastrophe, have 

continued due to miss of collaborative action by the freshly independent 

provinces of the part. The Amu Darya and the Syr Darya supply fresh water 

to the upstream provinces of Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Southeastern 

Kazakhstan, and the downstream states Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and 

Southwestern Kazakhstan. These states are going progressively competitory 

over H2O in the part, go forthing the dehydration of natural formations like 

the Aral Sea as an acceptable cost. The competition over H2O comes from 

the H2O intensive cotton harvest, which dominates theagribusinessin 

Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Southwestern Kazakhstan. Cotton 

provides a important foreign currency earner for the part and is a major 

supplier of employment, but demands big sums of H2O from the part, which 
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the Amu Darya and Syr Darya rivers struggle to supply. The indiscriminate 

usage of H2O to fuel cotton production has been in pattern since the early 

1960 's and is doing terrible environmental jobs, such as the drying of the 

Aral Sea, clime alteration, H2O and dirt salt, and H2O, dirt andair pollution. 

Increasingpoverty, quickly turning populations, and the pattern of `` 

economicpatriotism'' alternatively of regional cooperation by the autocratic 

governments of part, are the ingredients for future tenseness, societal 

instability, and possible struggle in Central Asia. 

These developments will be interpreted in a political economic system 

model, going from the Soviet 's forced cotton production, which is analyzed 

in the 2nd subdivision of this paper. Water is an progressively scarce 

resource in the part that is under force per unit area stemming from 

economic involvements, such as hydroelectric coevals and agricultural 

production. The environmental involvements of biodiversity, bettering 

supports of the part 's population and the resurgence of the Aral Sea are 

underrepresented and hence unheard. 

The environmental debasement of the Aral Sea is examined in greater item 

in the 3rd subdivision of this paper. The dehydration of the Aral Sea has far 

making effects in the part, impacting the clime and biodiversity. Desert air 

currents can transport 1000000s of dozenss of contaminated sand and salt 

from the country that was one time the Aral Sea, and lodge them on 

agricultural land all over the part. The effects of these polluted sand and salt 

sedimentations are farther amplified by the hapless drainage systems and 

the eventful H2O logging, that have caused dirt salt to go an increasing 
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environmental job. Rising salt degrees have cause the ecology of the part to 

degrade to the point where many countries are going inhospitable, due to 

the barbarous downward spiral fueled by poorness and environmental 

debasement. 

The concluding subdivision critics the institutional model behind the H2O 

direction of the part. Foregrounding the displacement from a centrally run 

allotment of H2O by the Ministries of Land Reclamation and Water Resources

( Minvodkhoz ) located in Moscow to more regionally located signifiers of 

H2O direction, following the prostration of the Soviet Union. Since so it has 

become imperative that upstream states like Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and 

Southeastern Kazakhstan jointly allocate H2O resources with downstream 

states like Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Southwestern Kazakhstan. New 

establishments have been created to supervise this procedure as each 

twelvemonth, at the presidential degree ; understandings are negotiated to 

stipulate the sum of H2O allocated to each state. There has been small 

alteration at the micro-level except in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, where 

Water Users ' Associations ( WUA ) have been established. In both 

Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, both major consumers of H2O, the cardinal 

allotment and direction of H2O is still practiced in the absence of local 

reforms. The `` usage it or lose it '' rule, the result of the Soviet 's centrally 

planned H2O allotment patterns, are still in pattern due to the deficiency of 

countenances forestalling the abuse or inducements advancing the 

preservation of H2O. 
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The continued ingestion of H2O at current degrees, coupled with the low 

efficiency ratios soon practiced, will take to increased degrees of dirt salt and

the farther irreversible debasement of the Aral Sea basin. In a divided 

Central Asia stricken with a deterioratingenvironment, the scarceness of H2O

has lead to increased tensenesss and may, given clip, lead to serious 

struggle. Many in the part believe that entree to H2O is `` God-Given, '' 

which contributes to the local authorities 's deficiency of concrete action 

against the current scarceness confronting the part, that is itself 

semisynthetic. Merely reduced and more efficient ingestion of H2O in Aral 

Sea basin supervised by efficient micro and macro-organizations, coupled 

with interregional cooperation, would be able to come on the part to a 

sustainable hereafter. 

The Soviet 's Management of Water 
The former Soviet Central Asia consists of chiefly steppes and 

comeuppances. This environment had traditionally limited the development 

of colonies and the attach toing agribusiness to oases, fed by rivers or 

belowground reservoirs known as aquifers. Soviet regulation changed all 

this, with forced collectivisation. Much of the traditional methods of 

sustainable cropping forms were forcibly altered to large-scale individual 

harvest methods that required a H2O direction substructure composed of 

surface irrigation systems. 

Regions like the Fergana Valley that were irrigated and specialized in cotton 

as a hard currency harvest, had a considerable comparative advantage over 

countries non bring forthing `` white gold '' . In the early 1960 's Moscow 
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took notice of this comparative advantage and began to make a quasi-

monoculture, turning Cardinal Asia into a natural stuffs manufacturer for the 

fabric industries of the more cardinal Soviet Union. Cotton rapidly became 

the life-bread of the outer agriculturally based Soviet democracies, an 

indispensable trade good in their political economic systems. This patterned 

advance is illustrated by the province of Uzbekistan, which became one the 

largest cotton bring forthing states in the universe. The success orfailureof 

cotton began to order the destiny of political elites in the Soviet Socialistic 

Republics ( SSRs ) , which lead to extended corruptness such as the over and

underreporting of cotton production and the forced organisation of labour to 

optimise cotton production. These corrupt patterns shortly became basiss of 

Uzbek, Tajik, and Turkmen Soviet Socialist Republics ' economic systems and

the agricultural industry of the part. 

As the production of cotton in the Central Asiatic part increased quickly, the 

demand for H2O became despairing, due to the clime 's agricultural 

inhospitality and demand for irrigation. Water, at the clip, seemed copiously 

supplied by the Amu Darya and Syr Darya and lead to the building of great 

canals like the KaraKum canal, stretching more than 1, 100 kilometer from 

the Amu Darya to Turkmenistan. The cragged countries of Tajikistan, 

Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan are the get downing point for both rivers, which 

are mostly consumed by the agriculturally demanding countries of 

Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. This division between upstream and 

downstream states and the resulting differential entree is one of the chief 

causes of tenseness refering H2O use in the part. 
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The moneymaking enlargement of cotton land area, best illustrated by 

Uzbekistan, created a quickly increasing demand for agricultural irrigation, 

and began deviating mass measures of H2O to provide it. In Uzbekistan 

cotton 's enlargement was unprecedented, spread outing from an end 

product of 441, 600 hectares in 1913, to 1, 022, 600 sunburns in 1940, to 1, 

427, 900 sunburns in 1960, to every bit much as 2, 103, 000 sunburns in 

1987. In Uzbekistan cotton became known as `` King Cotton '' , providing a 

antecedently bare state with an unprecedented hard currency harvest and 

provided employment to the bulk of its citizens. The Uzbek 's flourishing 

cotton industry had one fatal defect: it relied wholly on the handiness of 

H2O, in a part missing abundant H2O. The efficiency of H2O use was 

minimum due to a hapless substructure trusting on unlined and exposed 

canals, where escape is highly high, with the bulk of H2O either evaporating 

or oozing into the land. 

These inefficient H2O direction patterns lead to a diminishing sum of H2O 

really making the Aral Sea, and by the 1960 's the sum of H2O making the 

Aral Sea began to dunk below the 50 kmA? to keep the sea degree at the 

clip. In the 30 old ages that followed ( 1960-1990 ) , the Aral Sea shank to 

merely half its original surface country. By the twelvemonth 2007 the Aral 

Sea had shrunk to merely ten per centum of its original size. The lay waste 

toing toll on the environment caused by the irresponsible, regulated, and 

irreguardless ingestion of H2O in the part, at this point can non be reversed, 

and has threatened to do the full part inhospitable due to the salinization of 

its dirt. 
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Interestingly plenty the drying out of the Aral Sea did non halt or even 

decelerate during the decennary of passage from Soviet regulation. The 

freshly independent states were concerned with their ain single wellbeing, 

with a focal point on the employment and foreign currency cotton production

brought, instead than that of the part as a whole. The states of Uzbekistan, 

Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan, were trapped 

politically to maintain cotton production changeless even when spread 

outing the production of other harvests. This was due to cotton 's 

incontestable value in the states ' economic systems, disenabling policy 

shapers from traveling to more sustainable resource direction even if they 

wanted to. 

The agricultural demand for H2O by the downstream states and the 

hydroelectric demand by upstream states, over the last 10 old ages, have 

non been contained. Agricultural H2O usage has remained more or less the 

same, even with a displacement to more diverse and sustainable harvests. 

Overall cropping forms for the Central Asiatic part was 40 % cotton and 7 % 

wheat in 1990, which shifted to 35 % cotton and 30 % wheat by 2000. This 

displacement resulted in no bead in H2O ingestion, even though wheat is a 

less water-intense harvest. This is due to the parts deficiency of efficient 

H2O conveyance substructure and H2O direction, show by the remarkably 

high demand for H2O, in comparing to other cotton bring forthing states. The

deficiency of authorities financess to better substructure and educate 

citizens about efficient H2O direction could be blamed, but in all world the 
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demand for a revival of self-sustainable agriculture patterns in the part is 

what is truly needed. 

Management & A ; Reforms 
After the prostration of the Soviet Union, the centralized and regionally 

focussed H2O direction tactics antecedently practiced were abandoned. New

national and regional organisations were formed during the passage period 

after 1991. An understanding was reached during February of 1992 to 

organize the Interstate Commission for Water Coordination ( ICWC ) , 

comprised of the five freshly independent Central Asian states. This 

organisation was responsible for H2O allotment in the Aral Sea basin, but 

lacked the foresight to turn to jobs like H2O quality, salt, and the 

authorization to efficaciously pull off possible struggle state of affairss that 

could happen. In March of 1993 a subsequent understanding established 

organisations like the Interstate Council on the Aral Sea ( ICAS ) , moving as 

an consultative commission for the five provinces of the part. This lead to the

formation of the International Fund for the Aral Sea ( IFAS ) in order to fund 

the assorted activities of ICAS, followed by the constitution of a Sustainable 

Development Commission, concentrating on protecting the environment of 

the part and socioeconomic development. ICAS and IFAS were shortly 

merged to organize a new IFAS empowered by a board of deputy curates, 

giving the organisation comparatively more power. 

At the basin degree of the Syr Darya and Amu Darya, H2O direction was 

delegated to single Water Basin Associations or Basseynoe Vodnoe 

Ob'edinenie ( BVOs ) . These organisations oversaw the H2O direction of 
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basins that affected five freshly independent provinces, including the 

communicating substructure, pumping systems, canals, power supply, and 

distribution systems from the several rivers beginning to its basin on the Aral

Sea. These BVOs did non nevertheless control drainage, as this duty fell to 

the national H2O governments. Dispite the bureaucratic muss that the 

complexnesss and sheer figure of bureaus that were created to cover with 

H2O direction in the part, organisations like the BVOs lacked the support of 

international jurisprudence, intending that understandings and resource 

direction put for the by these organisations could be ignored with no effect. 

This deficiency of authorization is farther illustrated by the absent 

acknowledgment by province legislative assemblies and the support duties, 

proportionate to H2O allotment portions, which merely two of five states on 

a regular basis complied with. The deficit of support besides hampered the 

ability of BVOs and similar organisations to map and even keep the basic 

substructure that they were founded to set up. Originally IFAS was to be 

financed yearly by allotments of one per centum of the five member states 

Gross National Product, this figure was reduced to 0. 3 % for Turkmenistan, 

Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan, and to 0. 1 % for Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan. 

These decreases in budget allotments were farther impeded by late 

payments and the deficiency of payment wholly, as some provinces 

concluded that the financess allocated for IFAS would be better utilized 

within their ain boundary lines. This meant that organisations like IFAS could 

non number on regular parts to fund direct operational costs or to fund 
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larger substructure care, fix, and betterment doing the bing H2O direction 

construction to farther deteriorate. 
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